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ABSTRACT

The standard Indian PHWR incorporates a pressure suppression
type of containment system with a suppression pool.The design of
KAPS(Kakrapar Atomic Power Station) suppression pool system
adopts a modifieed system of downcomers having horizontal vents
as compared to vertical vents of NAPS (Narora Atomic Power
Station).Hydrodynamic studies for vertical vents have been
reported earlier. This paper presents hydrodynamic studies for
horizontal type vent system during LOCA. These studies include
the phenomenon of vent clearing(where the water slug standing
in downcomer initially is injected to wetwel1 due to rapid
pressurization of drywell) followed by pool swell (elevation of
pool water due to formation of bubbles due to air mass entering
pool at the exit of horizontal vents from drywell).

The analysis performed for vent clearing and pool swell is based
on rigorous thermal hydraulic calculation consisting of
conservation of air—steam mixture mass, momentum and thermal
energy and mass of air. Horizontal vent of downconer is modelled
in such a way that during steam—air flow, variation of flow area
due to oscillating water surface in downcomer could be
considered. Calculation predicts that the vent gets cleared in
about l.O second and the corresponding downward slug velocity in
the downcomer is 4.61 m/sec. The maximum pool swell for a
conservative lateral expansion is calculated to be O.56 m.

(*) Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited, Bombay 4OOO94
(**) Flotherm Consultant, Calcutta, India



NOMENCLATURE

A Flow Area
D Diameter
Dcs Initial downcomer submergence from slot top

surface
j Fanning's friction factor
G Mass flux or mass velocity
g Acceleration due to gravity
hi Pool swell from initial water level
L Characteristic length
N Number of downcomers
P Pressure
t Time
Uv Coalesced/Non-coalesced bubble rise velocity

V Volume
v Downcomer water slug velocity

x,x. Distance of gas water interface

z Axial distance

p Density

Subscripts

i.2.a,' .. Various sections or locations

12,23.34. •• Between sections
a Air
b Bubble
d Downcomer
i Pool sector index
j Bubble identification index
< liquid
p Pool (also, plan)
s Steam
v Wetwe11
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INTRODUCTION

The standard Indian PHWR incorporates a pressure suppression
type of containment system with a suppression pool. In this
design, the primary containment space is divided into two
accident-based volumes, volume VI (also called drywell) and
volume V2 (wetwell) connected by the vent system. Volume VI
of the containment system encompasses all enclosures housing
the high enthalpy primary heat transport (PHT) system and
part of the secondary system. The rest of the containment
building constitutes volume V2 and includes all those areas
of the building that &re accessible during reactor
operation. The design of suppression pool system from KAPS
(Kakrapar Atomic Power Station) onward adopts a modified
system of downcomers having horizontal vents as compered to
vertical vents of NAPS (Narora Atomic Power Station) and
earlier Atomic Power Stations. This paper discusses the
pressure suppression pool hydrodynamic studies for
horizontal vent e>:it of KAPS (Kakrapar Atomic Power
Station). The studies related to vertical vent type of
system have been reported earlier (Ref. 1).

The vent system of KAPS consists of two vent shafts
connected with distribution header and downcomers which are
partly submerged in suppression pool. In KAPS, there are
25 downcomers of one meter dia. each, ten of which are in
east side and remaining fifteen in west side. Each downcomer
has four symmetrically spaced horizontal exits (slots)
opening into the pool water. All the horizontal exits are
of elliptical cross sections.

During a postulated loss of coolant accident involving
release of high enthalpy water/steam from the PHT system to
VI, the pressure of volume VI will start rising rapidly
which in turn would cause the flow of air/air—steam mixture
from volume VI to V2 through vent system. While steam will
get condensed in the pool, the non-condensibles will escape
into volume V2.

In the structural design of the containment system, the
loads that are required to be considered include, in
addition to pressure and temperature rise in the containment
during a postulated LOCA, the loads resulting from the



dynamic effect of the steam-air mixture from volume VI being
rapidly forced into the suppression pool during LOCA. The
effects to be considered include:

a) Vent Clearing Load s

These loads will be due to the acceleration and ejection of
column of water initially standing in the vent downcomtrs.
For the vent clearing stage, the critical parameter is the peak
water slug exit velocity since the reaction forces on the

downcomer are proportional to the square of exit velocity.

b) Pool Swel1 Loads :

The influx of air into the pool lifts up and accelerates the
slug of water above. For the pool swell stage, which will come
just after vent clearing stage, it is important to determine
whether the pool upper surface would hit any structure above
the pool. In case of horizontal exit this phenomenon
becomes less dominant than vertical exit because in
case of horizontal exit of vent in downcomer, bubble
once formed, moves very fast in vertical direction due
to buoyancy force acting upwards, resulting in a
smaller pool swell. In the case of vertical vents,
momentum force of steam—air mixture acts against buoyancy
force, delaying the upward movement of the bubble.

2.1 Basic Approach

The analysis of both the vent clearing and pool swell stage
is based on a rigorous thermal—hydraulic model consisting of
conservation of air—steam mixture mass, momentum, energy and
mass of air.

The physical system modelled includes the vent shaft,
distribution header, downcomer, water pool and volume V2 air
space. The pool was also divided into several sectors to
adequately calculate the 'local' pool swell.

The analysis considers three stages of steam-air flow from
vent shaft, namely the vent clearing stage followed by
single bubble growth and coalesced bubble growth stage
respectively. Pool swell, in first two stages would be
relatively small. Therefore, a unit cell approach with one
equivalent downcomer was considered for first two stages,
and a multi—cell approach with several downcomers and pool
regions was adopted for the last stage which was identified
as the most important stage for pool swell. Detailed
modelling of whole vent system applicable to each stage has
been done separately. The details of the analysis covering
methodology, assumptions and some specific considerations
applicable to each stage is given below.



For the purpose of this analysis, the pressurization history
in Volume VI during a postulated LOCA, as well as the steam-
air composition, as calculated by computer code PACSR, was
used as input.

2.2 Vent Clearing Stage

A schematic of the drywell, vent shaft, distribution header,
downcomer and suppression pool combination during the vent
clearing stage is shown in Fig. 1. Due to increased drywell
pressure, the air—steam water interface would move down
thereby pushing down the water slug existing in downcomer
into the suppression pool. Vent clearing was assumed to be
over as soon as the interface would have reached the top
surface of slotted control volume (as shown in Fig. 1). As
the geometries of vent shafts and distribution headers are
similar, the equation systems used for NAPS (Ref. 1) was
used here. However, modelling of downcomers during vent
clearing was done separately for KAPS.

The downcomer of KAPS has two major sections, namely, the
horizontal leg and the vertical leg. During the vent
clearing stage, the horizontal leg and the top portion of
the vertical leg would be filled with air—steam mixture,
whereas, the lower part of the vertical leg would have water
slug with moving interface.

Similar to vent shaft, equations of mass, energy, momentum
of the mixture and mass of air was used for the horizontal
and upper vertical portion of the downcomer. Interconnection
between these two regions was made by introducing a 9O
degree bend loss coeffiecient for pressure drop in the
momentum equation. Other parameters, namely, mass flux,
enthalpy, etc., were not assumed to change at the 9O degree
bend of downcomer.

While writing the equations for upper vertical portion of
downcomer i.e. section <4'5> of Fig. 1, special care was
taken to express the mass flux at moving steam—air/water
interface by product of velocity and density so as to couple
these equations with the momentum equation of water slug of
section <5 6>. By doing so the velocity of steam-air mixture
at interface can be taken same as the water velocity at the
interface.

All the equations explained above are further supplemented
by thermal and caloric equations of state as described in
Ref. 1.

Due to the presence of the downward momentum force on the
water slug, water would start emerging through the four
slots existing at each downcomer and through the extreme
bottom opening of the downcomer resulting in rapid reduction
of water level.



The entire water slug existing in the downcomer was divided
into three major sections, e.g. section 1 between the
inter-face and slot top surface, section 2 in the slotted
region and section 3 at the bottom of the slotted region.
The first section constituted variable control volume
because of moving air—steam/water interface. However, the
other sections were fi>:ed control volumes. With a reasonable
assumption of water being incompressible, only momentum
equation for water element was used for each control volume.
Mater slug temperature was also assumed to be unchanged.
Direction change of momentum in section <&—8> was accounted
by incorporating a 90 degree bend loss coefficient of water
slug and an additional momentum equation for the water slug
in horizontal direction. Acceleration of some amount of
water ahead of the downcomer water slug, i.e., the virtual
mass effect, and the effect of exit loss were also
considered in the relevant equations.

Following equations were used to model water flow in all the
three sections.

Section 1 (Variable Control Volume

(i)

Section 2 (Fixed Control Volume <&8>)

Vertical Direction -

Horizontal directon —

(ii)

Uii)

Section 3

Fixed Control Volume <89>

dv P -P gl (h*+ —ij—* ) (1+-
• „ a ^ £ S

dt 0 L__ L._

F.»it. •»^-*« ( i W



Where, C , F , F and F are the coefficients to
B virtm exits t x i l B

take into account the effect mentioned above.

Position of the air—water interface inside the downcomer was
expressed by

dx
dt xx

Pool swell was obtained from the volume of water displaced
from the downcomers and wetwell airspace pressure, p

was determined by assuming adiabatic compression of wetwell air.

2.3 Single Bubble Growth Stage

After vent clearing, i.e. as soon as the air—steam/water
moving interface crosses the top surface of the respective
slot, air—steam mixture rushes into the pool through the
small opening which varies with the interface movement. As a
result, at every slot individual small bubble would form and
grow and depending on downcomer spacing/orientation as shown
in Fig. 2, some of these may coalesce with their
neighbouring bubbles originated from adjacent downcomer.
Some preliminary calculations considering surface tension
force and the buoyancy force had indicated that the bubble
once formed at the exit of the slot would not stay attached
until coalescence occurs with other bubbles. However, for
conservative safety analysis for higher pool swell, it was
assumed that the bubbles would continue to grow while being
attached at the slot until coalescence occurs and analysis was
restricted to single bubble growth upto coalescence period.

During this single bubble growth stage, the governing
equations for the vent shaft and the distribution header
remain similar to those for vent clearing stage. For
modelling of section <3 A> similar equation systems used
during vent clearing would be applicable.

The downcomer vertical leg above the slot top surface would
be filled with air-steam mixture so the governing equations
for this segment were expressed for fixed control volume
only. However, the slotted control volume would be divided
into two variable control volume regions consisting of
compressible fluid zones in Region <A> and incompressible
fluid zone in Region <B>, separated by a dynamic air-
steam/water moving interface. The schematic of the wetwell
assembly during this single bubble growth stage is shown in
Fig. 3. Region <B>, because of water was modelled by only
mass and momenta) equation.

In order to model region <A>, bubbles and region <B>,
appropriate changes were done in various equations. A few
equations applicable to these sections are given below:



Region <A>: Section <6-9> in vertical orientation

Mixture Mass Balance

. As As As

where the parameter As . 11=1.0 signifies area of slot

in Region <A>, i is the slot number. The mass flux entering
to interacting and non—interacting bubbles are represented
by Gm and 6m respectively.

Mixture Momentum Balance:

> m69 S 6 9

<p >gz (vi)
m69

Bubble:

It was assumed that from each downcomer total four bubbles would
independently grow in spherical shape. In the case of single
bubble growth, only equations of mass, energy and pressure were
considered in modelling. In case of mass and energy equations,
condensation of saturated steam was also considered and in case
of pressure eqn, effect of surface tension was also considered.

For the simplification of analysis the pressure at the exit of
each slot was considered to be same as bubble pressure. It was
used in quasi-steady balance in which it has equated with the
wetwell airspace pressure plus the hydrostatic water pressure up
to the bubble centre and surface tension of the spherical
control volume.

To close the formulation, half cell momentum balance in
horizontal direction (same as vent clearing stage) over the
control volume as given in Fig. 4 was applied.

For a 9O"sharp bend of air—steam mixture in the control volume
ABCD (Fig. 4 ) , mass and momentum balance in horizontal direction
for half momentum cell ABC'D' was considered as follows:



Mass Balance:

G =4 K G >cos 90*+ & 1 = iG (vii)

Momentum Balance:

D. . Dj Gm 2

As - i ^ G + / G ^ As - -As 1 +
i-i 4 dt m 4 ?n dt i-i i-i (p

<Gm 2 > C B A S
A s« ' P A O - pv. •> " ^r-x T-1 (viii)

The position of air—steam/water interface inside the slotted
control volume was represented as:

dz ...

ar = v
g
 (1X)

Region <B> and Section <12> and <13> (Fig. 3) would be full of
water and so they were treated in the same way as section <6-8>
and <8—9> of Fig. 1 was treated during vent clearing.

Wetwell:

The pool swell would be directly related to the interface
displacement and expansion of all bubbles growing at the exit of
downcomers. So, the expression for pool swell was as follows:

dhi N Ad d£ 4N dvb
dt A -NA -A dt A -NA -A dt K '

V d 29 V d 23
and the wetwell airspace pressure can be expressed as follows:

j'A hi
P = P [1 + — 1 (xi)
v w e v

w e

where, P and V are the wetwell airspace
wvc wvc

pressure and volume at the time of the vent clearing.

2.4 Coalesced and Non-coalesced Bubble Growth and Rise Stage

In this stage of analysis, as shown in Figure No. 2, three
distinctive types of downcomers were classified in the
following manner for the coalesced and non—coalesced bubble
rowth and rise stage.

TYPE *A' i Downcomers with no coalesced bubble
TYPE *B' : Downcomers with two coalesced and two non-

coalesced bubbles, and,



TYPE *C ; Downcomer5 with one coalesced and three non-
coalesced bubbles

These downcomers were grouped into two bubble regions, one
in east side and other in the west side of suppression pool.
Besides these two downcomer—bubble regions, six non-bubble
regions were also modelled as shown in Fig. 5. Communication
for water flow was also modelled among these regions.

The governing equations for the vent shafts and distribution
headers were same as used for vent clearing and single
bubble growth stage. However, it was recognised that flow
rate through a downcomer could be different depending upon
the wetwe11 sector.

Even for downcomers, governing equations were same as used for
single bubble growth. However, based on its position in
wetwell and types the thermal hydraulic parameters would
vary from one to the other. Because of smaller numbers of
Type 'A' downcomers, only two types of downcomers (types B
and C) were considered by merging Type A with Type C for
simplicity. So each downcomer type consisted of two types of
bubbles, namely the coalesced and non—coalesced and total eight
sets of bubble equations (for two bubble regions) were modelled
in the same way as modelled for single bubble growth stage.

A schematic of pool elevation during this stage is shown in
Fig. 6. Different coalesced and non—coalesced bubbles would
have different volumes and accordingly, different local pool
swell. In this modelling of coalesced bubble growth, bubbles
generated were assumed to have cylindrical cross-section
with flat top and bottom face. However, in order to allow
lateral growth it was assumed that the plan diameter of the
non-coalesced bubbles would laterally expand upto twice of
that of the single bubble coalescence diameter and for
coalesced bubbles, it was assumed that the lateral expansion
diameter of these type of bubbles would be restricted to
thrice the diameter at the end of the single bubble growth
stage. This is considered conservative, with regard to pool
swell evaluation.

The coalesced and non-coalesced bubbles so formed would tend
to rise through the pool because of buoyancy effect. The
drag force and surface tension force, however, would resist
the bubble rise and detachment from the slots. THe virtual
mass effect, i.e. the water mass that is accelerated with
the bubble, would also retard the bubble rise. Considering
all these effects the equation for bubble motion was
expressed as follows:

dU
V Q (p - p )= V . (p «• VM.

O . S C D A p.U2 + 2ty(0.38 + z> (xii)
Pb.J l b'*



where, VM , Ci>, A , v and z are the virtual mass
tac p b . j i

*> • i
coefficient of bubble, drag coefficient, bubble plan area,
bubble volume and interface displacement from slot top face
of downcomer respectively in a peculiar sector.

Other parameters of Fig. 6, i.e., location of bubble centre
of gravity, bubble height, top clearance, bottom clearance,
etc. can be calculated from bubble volume and velocity.

Top clearance becoming zero or negative gives the indication
of bubble break through.

The net water flow between different regions of the
suppression pool was calculated on the basis of local
differences in height of water level and the area available
for flow, using equations described in Ref. 1.

3. NUMERICAL SCHEME

All the differential equations pertaining to total vent
systems of KAPS were reduced into linear simultaneous
equations by finite difference method and solved using a one
step semi implicit numerical scheme. Since the vent shaft is
quite long (17 m) so it was divided into several
computational segments and a staggered mesh scheme with
donor celling of the fundamental transport properties was
adopted. Lumped parameters equations for other components
like the distribution header, downcomers and bubbles were
so1ved.

A computer program CAPS (Computerised Analysis of Pool
Swell) was written in FORTRAN 77 to solve the problem and
this program was structured in such a way that the
different modules like vent clearing stage, single bubble
growth stage and coalesced bubble growth stage ware executed
sequentially one after the other.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

4.1 Vent Clearing Stage

Study with various combinations of Fvirtm and Fexits were
performed. For the best estimate case the values of Fvirtm
and Fexit were considered to be O.5 each. It means that
besides exit loss of O.5, an additional length of water
column (equal to O.S of downcomer dia.) ahead of the
downcomer water slug was also considered to be accelerated.
The result for vent clearing transient is shown in Fig. 7.
The vents are cleared in 0.99 seconds with a velocity of
4.61 m/sec. This velocity has been considered for evaluating
the vent clearing loads for qualifying the structural design
of the downcomers, as well as for other pool structures.



4.2 Single Bubble Growth Stage

Calculation of single bubble growth was carried out in the
continuation of the best estimate case discussed above. This
calculation was continued until the individual bubble dia
just exceeded one—half of the weighted average of the
neighbouring spacings. Fig. 8 shows the bubble pressure and
radius as obtained from the single bubble growth
calculation. Time required for bubble coalescence as
indicated by this figure is 1.023 seconds. During this stage
the average pool swell is very small.

Downward movement of air—steam/water interface and the
interface velocity with respect to time are shown in Fig. 9.
On completion of single bubble growth, the interface attains
a velocity of 4.81 m/sec and it moves down by a vertical
distance of around 166 mm from the top surface of the
slotted control volume.

4.3 Coalesced and Non-coalesced Bubble Growth and Rise Stage

As mentioned earlier, for conservative analysis, some
lateral expansion was allowed during the growth of the
coalesced bubble.

In addition to these, two major parameters as given below
were also considered in the analysis:

a) Virtual mass coeffiecient,
b) Drag coefficient

In this analysis, for acceleration of bubble (assumed as
flat cylindrical object with low aspect ratio), aspect ratio
of both types of bubbles, i.e. the height to width ratio,
was kept to be unity, Vmfac (virtual mass coefficient) was
also kept to be unity till the height of bubble exceeds the
height of water above it. When the water height above the
bubble top surface, h-., became less than the bubble height,

h , the program calculates VM in the following manners
b j f QC

h .lac

The drag coefficient for the analysis was assumed to be 2.O

Figure 10 shows the local pool—swells at various pool
regions with lateral expansion. In this case, maximum pool
swell was calculated only in the bubble regions. Pool
surface in Region 8 was calculated to rise beyond the
horizontal leg of the downcomers in the west side of the
suppression pool. The maximum pool—swell calculated for



Regions 1 and 8 was around O.487m and O.562m respectively
and the corresponding upward velocity of pool surface at the
time of impact with downcomers in west side was calculated
to be around O.68m/sec. The coalesced and non-coalesced
bubble longitudinal expansion, rise and breakthrough for
downcomer type B and C in Regions 1 and 8 are shown in
Figures 11 and 12 respectively.

5. CONCLUSION

As concluded earlier (Ref. 1), owing to the large volume of
VI region (drywell) in Indian PHWRs, the suppression pool
hydrodynamic loads are generally of much lower magnitude and
concern as compared with those of typical BWR containment.
Because of slower pressurization history of Volume VI, the
maximum vent clearing velocity is much smaller C* 5m/sec
compared with about 20 m/sec of typical Mark II
containment). Similarly, pool swell is also lower than BWR
containment suppression pool.

In case of horizontal exits of downcomers pool swell was
estimated to be significantly lower than that for vertical
exit because in this case bubble once formed, moves faster
in vertical direction due to buoyancy force acting upward,
resulting in a smaller pool swell, whereas in case of
vertical vents, momentum of steam—air mixture in downward
direction also acts against buoyancy force.

Analysis for horizontal vents involves additinal
complications with respect to causa of vertical vents
because of varying opening areas for flow of steam—air
through vents.
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